Sculptform Free
Standing Screens
Installation Guide

IMPORTANT

Taking delivery

This installation manual is intended to provide information
that will enable designers, builders and owners to execute
their projects effectively. Not all project types, design
requirements and installation scenarios will be covered.
The Sculptform team are happy to assist with projectspecific solutions by contacting us on 1800 008 828 or
emailing support@sculptform.com.au.

After being tallied and quality checked, each order is
carefully packed, strapped and shrink wrapped. Our logistics
department then arrange transport directly to your job site.

Product recommendations throughout the manual are based
on proven performance, however this does not mean that
alternative uses are not possible. Differing expectations
of what is considered “good performance” will vary,
and Sculptform takes no responsibility for what may be
considered “product failure.” It is important for designers,
builders and owners to fully understand the product before
making final selections.

2. Assess the overall condition of the packs. If there is any
damage it should be recorded on the delivery document
which is returned to the driver and the supplier must be
notified immediately.

It is the responsibility of designers, builders and owners
to ensure that the information in this manual is current,
by checking with Sculptform or referring to our website
sculptform.com.au. As new technology is introduced or
industry standards are altered, Sculptform reserves the
right to alter existing specifications and delete any product
without notice.
The use of this manual does not:
› guarantee acceptance or accreditation of a design,
material or building solution by any entity authorised to
do so under law;
› mean that a design, material or building solution complies
with the National Construction Code; or
› absolve the user from complying with any local, State,
Territory or Government legal requirements.

The following steps should be taken when accepting delivery:
1. Check against the consignment note that you have the
correct quantity of packs.

3. Find the packing slip which will be in a plastic sleeve on
one of the packs. Check that every item is there and that
the quantity is correct.
4. Do a quality check.
5. Notify Sculptform within 7 days of delivery if any items are
out of specification.

Onsite storage
Sculptform kiln dry timber to the midpoint of the average
moisture content annual cycle in Australia. For this reason
it is normally unnecessary to acclimatise the timber prior
to installation. It is best to install the timber as soon as
possible after machining so that it maintains its accuracy
and straightness.
› If possible the timber should be kept in its original pack
until installation. If it is repacked, it should be done the
same as the original pack to maintain straightness and
quality.
› Ensure that it is at least 50mm above ground and stored
on a flat surface to prevent bowing.
› It should be stored in a cool dry place out of the weather
until ready to install.
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Free Standing Screens
Top Track

How it works
Our Free Standing Screens system offers a simple
alternative to traditional screens which require a
custom joinery solution. By systemising the product
and installation, we have developed a fast and easy
way to install beautiful timber and aluminium screens.

Timber batten

The system consists of a top and bottom track
which use a mortice and tenon connection, along
with pre-finished timber or aluminium battens which
form the screen. This connection method allows for
adjustments on-site and provides a unique floating look
to the battens.

Mid-support
Rod System

The tracks and battens are all manufactured in our
Australian factory and come to site ready to be
assembled.

Base Track

Concrete
anchor to
fix to floor

Aluminium tenon
Aluminium base track
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The Components
Timber Screen

Base Track

Top Track

Track size options: 100x6mm or 50x6mm to suit batten
depth. Base Track tenons are 26mm long. When installed, the
timber batten will be fixed at 10mm above the track.

Track size options: 100x6mm or 50x6mm to suit batten
depth. Top track tenons are 35mm long. When installed, the
timber batten will be fixed at 20mm below the track.

Shadow gap: 10mm

Shadow gap: 20mm

Aluminium Screen

Base Track

Top Track

Track size options: 100x6mm or 50x6mm to suit batten
depth. When installed, the timber batten will be fixed at 15mm
above the track.

Track size options: 100x6mm or 50x6mm to suit batten
depth. Top track tenons are 40mm long. When installed, the
timber batten will be fixed at 15mm below the track.

Shadow gap: 15mm

Shadow gap: 15mm
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The Components

Aluminium top cap

Interface plate

Placed in the top of the aluminium batten and serves as an
interface between the batten and the tenon of the top track.

The interface plate is used as an extension of the track to
allow for greater flexibility in fixing points. This allows for
hidden fixings anywhere along the track, instead of just
through the top track tenon.

Threaded rod

Spacer sleeves

Used as an extra fixing point to assist in the reduction of
movement. Inserted through the pre-drilled holes in the centre
of the battens after installation. Provided in 3m lengths but
can be cut on-site.

A sleeve which goes over the threaded rod, between the
battens to maintain consistent spacing. Provided to site
already cut to size.

Connector Nut
Screwed onto the ends of the threaded rod to ensure stability
after the rods are in place.
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Free Standing Screen
Install Procedure

Timber
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Free Standing Screen Install Procedure - Timber

Mounting track set out

STEP 4. If interface plate is required, install this to the ceiling
directly above the base plate. Fix this into the sub structure
behind using countersunk screws. See below for details.

STEP 1. Identify the top track and the base track.
• Base track tenons are 26mm long.
• Top track tenons are 35mm long.

PLEASE NOTE:
The interface plate is used as an extension of the track to
allow for greater flexibility in fixing points. This allows for
hidden fixings anywhere along the track, instead of just
through the top track tenon.

Top track
Top tenon

Substrate
Interface plate
Base tenon
Base track

Top track

Top tenon

STEP 2. Measure the battens to ensure they are the right
length. See page 10 for details. These will be slightly over
length to allow for cutting on-site.
STEP 3. Install your base track first by fixing down through
the hole in the tenon, using a M6x80-100mm anchor suitable
for your application. Sculptform does not supply this anchor.

Top track to interface fixing

STEP 5. Fix the top track to the interface plate using M6 selftapping bolt, ensuring the tenons line up with the base track
tenons.

PLEASE NOTE:
Fix track tenon every 450-600mm depending on your tenon/
batten spacing. Not every tenon needs to be fixed.
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Free Standing Screen Install Procedure - Timber
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Installing the Battens
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Free Standing Screen Details - Timber
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Free Standing Screen Install Procedure - Timber
Installing
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Free Standing Screen
Install Procedure

Aluminium
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Free Standing Screen Install Procedure - Aluminium
Mounting track set out

Preparing the Aluminium Battens

STEP 1. Identify the top track and the base track.

STEP 5. Trim the aluminium battens to the correct
dimensions, as shown on page 14. Battens are supplied over
length so trimming will be required.

• B
 ase track includes the shadow gap spacer and the base
end cap installed.
• Top track includes the tenons only.

PLEASE NOTE:

STEP 2. Install your base track first by fixing down through
the hole in the base end cap and shadow gap spacer, using a
M6x80-100mm anchor suitable for your application.

Only cut and install one batten at a time to account for
variation on site.

PLEASE NOTE:

Installing the Battens

Fix track tenon every 450-600mm depending on your batten
spacing. Not every end cap needs to be fixed back to the
floor.

STEP 6. To install the aluminium battens, put the top end
cap onto the top of the batten and do a dry run first to ensure
lengths are correct, or if any adjustments need to be made.
STEP 7. To install the battens in place, tilt the batten and
slide the top tenon into the hole in the top end cap. Push up
until the bottom of the batten clears the base end cap, then
push down and engage on the bottom end cap.

STEP 3. If the interface plate is required, install this to the
ceiling directly above the base plate. Fix this into the sub
structure behind using countersunk screws.
PLEASE NOTE:
The interface plate is used as an extension of the track to
allow for greater flexibility in fixing points. This allows for
hidden fixings anywhere along the track, instead of just
through the top track tenon.
STEP 4. Fix the top track to the interface plate using a M6
self-tapping bolt, ensuring the tenons line up with the centre
of the end caps. See page 14.
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STEP 8. Once all lengths have been confirmed, take the
battens out and apply a bead of silicone onto the regress in
the base end cap and on the top tenon, about 10-15mm down
from the top. Then reinstall the batten, making sure all excess
silicone is wiped off the tenon and battens. The silicone is to
stop the battens rattling and fixes them in position.
STEP 10. If a central threaded rod is required (see page 14),
the aluminium battens will be supplied with holes pre-drilled.
To install the rod:
a. Cut the threaded rod to length.
b. Feed the rod through the pre-drilled holes in the battens
and spacer sleeves in the gaps.
c. Put the connector nut on both ends of the threaded rod
and tighten.
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Free Standing Screen Details - Aluminium
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Notes

1800 008 828

sculptform.com.au
support@sculptform.com.au

9 Gray Street Golden
Square Victoria 3555

